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Chapter 511: Temple proceedings 

The One-Eyed Lord of the Nine Regions Alliance in the Temple World, and the Lord of Yanyan of the 

Northern Frontier Alliance soon learned through the external incarnation that the "Lord of Yihun" who 

came in was killed by the Lord of Chaotic Source , Was also taken aback. 

As the masters of the universe, they know exactly what the strength of the "Lord of Yihun" is, and even 

fought against each other, knowing each other's details...Since the master of the source of the chaotic 

can restrain the "Master of Yihun" with the peak domain-like treasures and then kill , Most of them can 

also restrain them, this is not a joke. 

And the reminder from the forces behind them is to try not to fight head-on with the Lord of Chaotic 

Source, that is, to avoid it. 

The two masters of the universe hesitated. Although they both have their own cards, the strength of the 

Lord of Yihun is not bad, the Lord of Yihun easily fell, and they are also hanging. 

If they are not afraid in the outside world, they can still ask for help, but here, there is a saying like that, 

close the door and beat the dog. 

"Avoid." 

"Try to avoid the Lord of Chaotic Source, if I can't provoke it, can I still not be able to hide it." 

The two masters of the universe were really frightened. 

... 

The virtual universe, endless darkness, with a little bit of starlight in the distance, a simple temple 

suspended in the air, in front of the temple is a long stone table with stone chairs on both sides of the 

stone table, the current 21 masters of the universe, Including the strongest giant axe founders are here. 

Because of the previous plan to "advance the primordial star" and try to collect the most treasures, 

mankind’s high-end combat power is basically concentrated in the primordial star or the primordial 

universe. It is in the ethnic group, and occasionally travels to the universe. 

And this time to get the Xeon Supreme Treasure Axe, the giant axe must also understand the Tomahawk 

secret pattern, so it will not go out. 

"Hun Yuan, this time you killed Lord Yihun in the temple, the news came, but it scared us." 

"Yes, we couldn't believe it when the prison clan alliance powerhouse came to the door." 

"It seems that this time, the'Gillow Sail of the Sky' of the temple will ultimately belong to me human 

beings." 

"At that time, I just happened to meet the Lord of Yihun, in fact, I am not sure that I will kill..." The black-

haired man in the red robe smiled and joked with the Lords of the universe around him, and responded 

modestly. 
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Chaos City Lord smiled and watched this scene, and said: "Chaotic Source, you don't have to be too 

humble. You can kill a universe master. In the universe, only a few universe masters can do it, no matter 

what the reason is, Now the outside world thinks that you have the main battle power of the top 

universe, and think that you can be comparable to Bingfeng and the others. Haha, you are very famous 

this time and famous everywhere in the universe." 

"Star Prison, your apprentice has killed one, you can't be a teacher," a universe master ridiculed. 

The lord of the Star Prison with the golden hair on his chin stared. "What if I haven't killed it, it sounds 

like you have killed it." 

He is triumphant. "If you have the ability, you can also teach an apprentice who can kill the Lord of the 

Universe after 100,000 years of cultivation, and compare with me." 

"Ah!" 

"You're still bullish, aren't you?" 

"Look at him proudly." 

"Chaos, I think your apprentice hasn't taught him for many years, and it's itchy." 

The Lord of the Universe present began to roar, and the atmosphere was very cheerful. 

With Wang Yi’s Tongtian Pagoda, it can guide the road of future cultivation. Recently, the founders of 

the giant axe have been exchanged for the ultimate treasure. The strength of the strong human race 

continues to increase. Many people have lost all the pressure that has been accumulated in their hearts 

for many years. Also relax a lot. 

"Wang Yi, you have to be more careful. You have exposed the pinnacle domain type treasure. This time 

you will kill another universe lord. Maybe some forces will be against you. If you encounter any trouble, 

you must ask for help in time. I and Chaos They will arrive right away." The founder of the giant axe 

warned. "Although you are powerful now and have a treasure, the universe is infinitely full of mystery, 

and some powerful methods are unexpected. Even I may be tricked. So you must always be vigilant 

when walking outside. ." 

Wang Yi knew that this was the kindness of the high level of humanity. After all, Wang Yi is now the 

hope of the future of the human race, and there can be no accidents. His face is solemn and he nodded 

earnestly. "I see." 

The founder of the Great Axe and the Chaos City Lord looked at each other and nodded slightly. They 

believed that Wang Yi still knew how to measure. 

In fact, from the perspective of the human race, they even hope that Wang Yi stays in the safe zone of 

the human race and does not go out to take risks. This is the best choice. 

However, out of respect for Wang Yi's opinion, no one said it. 

Of course, this also has something to do with their knowledge that Wang Yi has a clone of Youhai. 



With a clone, and a powerful soul treasure sitting in town, it is almost impossible to fall as long as it is 

not enslaved by the soul. 

This is the reason why the giant axe and the others are relieved to let Wang Yi go out. 

"That's right." Wang Yi looked around at something thought. 

"My trip to the original star has gained some gains and I am willing to contribute to the ethnic group." 

There are already many treasures that Wang Yi has obtained. Each divine body has one Xeon treasure, 

and the strongest Yanxing Giant Beast clone has four Xeon treasures (domain type, palace type, 

weapon, armor). , The sky is incomparable, and the peak treasure is a set of every divine body. It can be 

said that in a short period of time, there is no treasure that can be seen by him. 

There are more than 50,000 treasure points remaining on the panel, and Wang Yi is thinking about using 

them to contribute to the ethnic group. 

After all, the ethnic group is too poor. The founder of the Great Axe owes him 20,000 supreme points. In 

fact, the group, including other universe masters, owes him more or less the most precious points, so 

the Lord of Chaos and his teacher Pang Bo did not owe him. . 

But that was because the Chaos City Lord did not exchange ~www.mtlnovel.com~ and the teacher 

directly prostituted. 

"Chaotic Source, how can this be." The Lord of Darkness spoke first. 

The other masters of the universe looked at each other. They all benefited from Wang Yi's many 

benefits. They were so arrogant people in the past, but they always took advantage of Wang Yi, a 

latecomer. They were a little embarrassed. 

"I have enough treasure in my body, and the rest is of little significance to me, so I might as well give it 

to the race." Wang Yi said. There are more than 50,000 treasure points, which seem to be many. In fact, 

there are not many peak treasures that can be exchanged. However, the top realm, flying palace, and 

soul treasures can be exchanged a little more, and it can also strengthen the strength of the master of 

the universe of the human race. 

In fact, he still feels a little regretful, there are not many treasures left, and every time the draw is given 

to the top treasures, he now starts to consider whether to sign more original stars. 

Like the top domain category treasure, in fact, two thousand treasure points can be exchanged for one 

piece, which can greatly enhance the strength of the Lord of the universe. 

Chapter 512: Undercurrent 

Three years have passed. 

On the boundless sea, a red streamer flashed across the sky and fell into the distance. 

Wang Yi looked at the panel in the angle of view. 

[Currently collected treasures: 6/10, number of draws available: 0. 】 
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In the past three years, Wang Yi's luck has not been as good as before, and he has only collected five 

treasures. 

Of course, this efficiency is much higher than the original star. 

It actually killed five venerables and an alien universe overlord, and contributed four treasures to 

himself. 

Well, it adds up to the numbers displayed on the panel collection task. In fact, Wang Yi found only one 

treasure... 

After three years, Wang Yi flew straight along a route for almost 2.5 light-years, but still did not find the 

most important treasure of the temple, the most important treasure, "Gillow Sail". This space is bigger 

than he thought, like a truly endless ocean, if not With random vortex channels distributed everywhere, 

it is not easy to get out. 

The space-time domain covers a radius of hundreds of billions of kilometers, which seems to be 

amazing, but it is nothing to put in the space of "light-years". Wang Yi is like a drop in the sea, and like a 

mayfly in the sea, in the vast expanse. Move within the temple. 

The surrounding scenery is the same sea water and islands, dull and boring, but Wang Yi is not a trace of 

irritation. He is still calm as water, searching patiently. 

In the outer primordial star, Wang Yi's other clones are also moving leisurely. 

It seems leisurely, but in fact there are incarnations practicing in the Tongtian Pagoda. 

After comprehending the heart of the eight beasts and mastering the "Secret Pattern Map" genre, he 

devoted himself to the study of the "Secret Pattern Map" genre, based on the law of the Tongtian 

Tower, the secret pattern of the Tongtian Tower, and the "Secret Pattern Map" Try to create secrets. 

He has already understood the second secret pattern of the Tongtian Tower, and is now comprehending 

the third. 

Chi Chi Chi Chi... Numerous silk threads are floating in the air, drawing a picture of secret patterns. 

Time is the "golden sky", "wood sky", "water sky", "fire sky", "earth sky", "thunder time", "light time", 

and "wind time". It is the fusion of all kinds of secret patterns to become a tens of thousands of times 

more complex, mysterious pattern of secret patterns... 

It has to be said that with the heart of beast gods, entering this state, Wang Yi's secret method of 

creating the eight beast gods seems like a tiger with wings. 

But if you try to combine the two secret patterns of "Fire and Air" and "Earth and Air", it will be much 

more difficult. 

He spent most of his energy studying the genre of "Secret Patterns", but his knowledge in the genre of 

Secret Patterns has surpassed the perception of laws. 

It's like that in Luo Feng's original work, the way of immortal beast gods is probably only the fourth 

stage, but the seventh stage of the way of beast gods actually created the way of the beast gods. The 



seventh stage does not necessarily create the ultimate master of the universe, because of the 

characteristics of the "mysterious pattern" genre. 

Take another path in the way of secret patterns. 

The "Sea of Tongtian Tower Law" is like the outer law of the universe in the original universe. The 

profound laws of the origin of the universe can be directly observed, and the speed of comprehension is 

accelerated. 

The effect of "Tongtian Tower Secret Pattern" is similar to the Chaos Stele, which is a great way to guide 

cultivation. 

But none of them are detailed and systematic secret methods, such as "The Sword of Floating Blood", 

"Time and Space Essays"... 

According to personal understanding, create a secret method that suits you! 

When there is no important thing to fight, the past few years have nothing to do. Except for a part of the 

consciousness to search for treasures, most of Wang Yi's spirit is concentrated in the Tongtian Tower, so 

that the speed of comprehension and cultivation can be fast. 

"Gold...wood...water...fire...earth..." 

The secret patterns of the laws are outlined, just like a peerless painter who has enlightened his heart, 

blessed his soul, and scribbled the pictures in his mind. The same is true for Wang Yi. The foundation of 

the secret method is very important, but the inspiration and touch are also As important. 

If you encounter something jerky and unnatural, it is a mistake. Wang Yi will not hesitate to stop, reflect, 

sum up experience, and find a more suitable method. 

"My fourth trick is extremely fascinating. It is created based on the attributes of the five elements. It's a 

little bit..." 

The laws of the universe, to speak of it, are the ten fundamental laws and the ways of the eight beasts 

and gods. In fact, any path that goes to the extreme will lead to the same goal. 

But every time you study one more, the difficulty will rise sharply. 

The reason for studying the fusion of the five root laws of gold, wood, water, fire, and earth, was just 

because Wang Yi occasionally triggered it one day before. 

But the fusion secret of the five origin laws does not mean that it is necessarily stronger than the fusion 

secret of two or three origin laws, nor does it mean that it can reach the level of the strongest secret in 

the universe. 

This is similar to the secret method of the first level of the way of the beast **** and the seventh level 

of mystery, depending on the depth. 

"My ultimate secret method is too few, I must create more, otherwise the **** lord will not be able to 

use it, it will affect the combat power." 



The three ultimate secrets of the Lord of the Universe that the Lord of Chaotic Source have used have 

been exposed. Of course, the Lord of Hell can't use it, otherwise, isn't he telling the outside world that 

he is the same person? 

... 

On the primordial star numbered 02271, a lush forest, a lizard-like aura, is completely integrated with 

the surroundings. Even if the Lord of the Universe does not use time and space, it is difficult to find the 

Universe Hegemon lurking in the dense grass, and the divine body shrinks. When only the palm-sized 

gray-green lizard was lying on a branch, the bulging eyeballs could turn 360 degrees. 

A message spread out quietly. 

"The lord of the Star Prison of the Human Alliance has arrived at the original star coordinates xxxx 

numbered 02271..." 

In other places, massive amounts of information have also gathered through the different cosmic sages 

scattered everywhere. 

"The Master of the Human Alliance of Qingdong is at the original star coordinates xxxx numbered 

01622..." 

"The Lord of the Desolation of the Human Alliance is in the original star coordinates xxxx numbered 

05088..." 

"The lord of mankind's Hongmeng mountain calabash is at the original star coordinates xxxx numbered 

10007..." 

"The Lord of the Human Alliance, Penggong, disappeared on the original star numbered 09663. The 

coordinates were xxxx before. Send a Lord of the Universe to confirm..." 

The Prison Alliance specially mobilized a large number of Cosmos Masters this time, together with the 

information obtained from other forces, to quickly formulate the action range and route of each Cosmos 

Lord~www.mtlnovel.com~ No, we must minimize the Hongmeng universe. The number of Lords arriving 

at the target location after fighting broke out. " 

"The Lord of the universe of our Prison Race Alliance also has to arrive at the several whirlpool passages 

around the target ahead of time, block the passages, and don't let Hongmeng come to rescue." 

The commander-in-chief in charge of this operation is the "Lord of Purple Nightmare" with long purple 

flames hair and a strange face. She is also an extremely terrifying cosmic lord of the prison clan, and the 

status of the prison clan is almost comparable to the lord of darkness. Lord of Peng Gong. 

The Lord of Purple Nightmare said coldly: "The Lord of Star Prison is very cautious. Once the Lord of the 

Universe approaches, he will be more vigilant. After waiting for so long and making so many 

preparations, we have to make sure to kill for this action. There can be no mistakes." 

"Where is the Human Chaos City Lord? I heard that his clone of the Primitive Universe has also come in. 

Why is there no news?" 

"The Lord of Ashes has gone to confirm, and news will come back soon." 



Chapter 513: coming 

When the Prison League secretly dispatched troops to hide the murderous intent, in fact, the Human 

Alliance also got some news through the virtual universe. For example, if the Lord of the universe 

descends on a certain primitive star, the news will spread quickly to let that primitive star. The star's 

strong alliance should stay away from the master of the universe. 

But because the Prison Clan Alliance was still very concealed at this time, and there was not even a 

cosmic lord directly descending on the original star of the Star Prison’s lord, so the Human Hongmeng 

did not notice the true intention of the Prison Clan Alliance. 

Because of the fall of the Lord of Yihun, Hongmeng did not consider the possibility of revenge from the 

prison clan alliance. Hongmeng's order was to stay away from the strong men of the prison clan as far as 

possible, especially the master of the universe. 

The trail of the Lord of the Universe of each prison clan is actually under the surveillance of Hongmeng. 

But surveillance is not omnipotent, especially the goal is the Lord of the Universe, the Lord of the 

Universe can only wait and see from a distance, how dare to approach it at will. 

It is also normal that the Lord of the Universe temporarily disappears temporarily. 

The plan of the Prison Alliance is still brewing silently, intending to save the face of the Alliance by killing 

a cosmic lord of the Hongmeng. The face of this superpower is still very important, especially when it is 

against other forces of the same type. 

... 

Days passed, and in a blink of an eye it was the fifth year of the opening of the temple. 

In the temple, the One-Eyed Lord spread out the most treasured realm, flew in one direction, and 

carefully searched the surroundings. 

With the lessons learned from the fall of the "Lord of Yihun", they dare not care anymore. The scope of 

the treasure field has been expanded to the limit. Even if the Lord of Chaotic Origin is close, they can 

find out and prepare for the first time. 

However, maintaining the Supreme Treasure Domain has also consumed divine power, so the Lord of 

Yihun and the others did not use it before, but used the space-time domain to explore. 

"'Heaven's Gilt Sail', where..." The One-eyed Lord is also a little anxious. The longer he stays here, the 

more likely he is to meet the "Master of Chaotic Source". 

"The Lord of Chaotic Source, how could there be a peak domain treasure? Is the human race so rich? I 

am in the Nine Regions Alliance, and I have worked so hard to not even have a top domain treasure. 

Give me the peak domain treasure. Good." The one-eyed master jealous whenever he thinks of this. 

The nine superpowers of the universe, the twelve top powers, and the Nine Regions Alliance are inferior 

to the pinnacle races, and without the support of the strongest in the universe, they are of course far 

worse in treasures. The pinnacle treasures are allocated to the powers like that, which is almost 

impossible. OK. 
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And when the news spread that the Lord of Chaotic Source possessed the peak domain category 

treasure, there were still not many powerful people envied in the universe. 

"While I haven't met the Lord of Chaotic Source, I have to find'Tianliufan' as soon as possible." Under the 

desire for the most precious treasure, the One-eyed Lord cheered up. 

There are no days and nights in this space, the sky is gray, the wind is roaring, and the deep sea is 

shaking and tumbling crazily. The waves may easily submerge the highest peak of the earth. 

"Boom..." The whole world of the temple shook violently, without any signs! 

All the surviving Universe Venerables who came in were shocked. 

"what happened?" 

"what's going on?" 

On a sea surface, there is a continent, which is more than 100 billion kilometers in diameter, but now 

the continent is shaking, mountains are collapsing, the earth is cracking with huge openings, and sea 

water is gushing out of the ravines. In the center of the continent, a A huge black hole gradually formed, 

and at the same time, the sea water in the dark black hole rotated to form a vortex, faintly shining 

through. 

In the entire temple's space of hundreds of millions of kilometers, two-thirds of the universe lords and 

overlords who entered the adventure before were left, and all of them looked up and looked around 

and the world in amazement. The One-Eyed Lord and the One-Eyed Lord naturally looked up at the 

surroundings in shock, the whole world was trembling, and the islands were trembling. 

"Om~~" 

A powerful breath wave came from far away, like a ripple caused by a stone falling into the water, it was 

very obvious. 

"This breath is." 

"In that direction." 

All the strong men who felt the breath turned their heads and looked in one direction. They could clearly 

feel that something was appearing there. 

"Such a huge movement must be Tian Liufan!" Some people became excited when they realized 

something. 

"quick!" 

"Come over there quickly." 

A group of cosmic lords, cosmic overlords, like sharks smelling fishy, rushed from all directions with red 

eyes to the direction where the treasure appeared. 

The "One-eyed Lord" and "The Lord of Yanyan" are no exception. 

However, because of the location, some are close to the mainland, and some are far away. 



Fortunately, the breath of that treasure was born tossing up and down, and it seemed to be slowly 

emerging, very slowly. 

And because of deliberate search, many strong people are in this area, so many people are surrounded 

at the same time. 

The one-eyed lord felt anxious about where the breath came from. "It will take me at least a month to 

get past the place where the treasure appeared in this world at the current speed. I hope it will be too 

late." 

In another position, Wang Yi also felt it, but compared with other people, his mentality was very calm. 

After all, this treasure is not that important to him. 

Wang Yi estimates it slightly. 

"It takes about 35 days to get there in a straight line from my place, which is about 900 billion 

kilometers. It's not far, but it takes some time to hurry." 

Wang Yi flies here at the speed of light close to 300,000 kilometers per second, which is about 26 billion 

kilometers a day. 

And his space-time domain can be maintained at 100 billion kilometers, and he can use the peak domain 

category treasures. This range can be even larger. It is estimated that it will not be a problem to expand 

to 300 billion kilometers. 

In this way, it only takes more than twenty days to see where the treasure is located through the realm 

of the treasure. 

"Go and have a look, I believe that other universe masters will also pass." Wang Yi smiled slightly, but his 

smile was a bit cold. "Maybe there is still a chance to kill both of them. I heard that the Lord of Yanyan in 

the Northern Xinjiang Alliance has a clone, but the One-eyed Lord does not have a clone. Killing a cosmic 

master of the Nine Realms Alliance is not that troublesome. " 

Regardless of whether there is a clone, kill it if you encounter it. 

"I hope that the birth of the treasure will be slower." 

Wang Yi turned into streamer and flew out. 

On the great sea, a cosmic venerable eagerly flew towards the land. 

In order to hurry, he did not hesitate to burn the divine body under the huge pressure of space, reaching 

a speed close to the speed of light. 

For the possibility of getting the treasure, he was also able to fight. 

"I'm just the most ordinary venerable in the league. After accumulating countless years, it will be 

difficult to get a treasure, let alone the top treasure. If you get the top treasure, even if you don't use it, 

you can exchange it for others. Highest treasure, this opportunity must be seized." 

Just like ordinary people seeing Jinshan, even if they know the danger, they will fly moths to the fire. 



The opportunity that appeared in front of him was crazy enough for these cosmic masters who didn't 

have a treasure. 

"Um?" 

The Venerable Universe suddenly felt something~www.mtlnovel.com~ He turned his head fiercely, and 

at a glance he saw the overwhelming river rushing in the distance. 

Venerable Universe's face changed drastically. 

"This is... the most treasured realm!" 

"Do not!" 

Venerable Universe wanted to change directions, but the river seemed to perceive his existence, and it 

rushed forward at an extremely fast speed, drowning Venerable Universe all at once. 

"puff!" 

The body of the cosmic Venerable disappeared like a bubble. 

"Huh!" The one-eyed lord in the mighty river snorted coldly. "A small Venerable Universe also dared to 

come over and fight for it, recklessly." 

Chapter 514: Arrived successively 

Twenty-two days have passed in a blink of an eye, and Wang Yi's vast treasure domain has also come 

into contact with the vast expanse of land. 

"The fluctuations of the treasure in this world came from here." Wang Yi observed for a while and found 

that the vastness of the land was beyond his expectation. It would take him ten days before he actually 

flew to the edge of the land, and he had to arrive at the birth of the treasure. The place will take two or 

three days. 

"However, I can spread there within two days at the most. As long as the treasure is included in the 

realm, this treasure will belong to me." Wang Yi felt again and found that he should be the first to arrive 

here. Others should It hasn't arrived yet, or I haven't found it yet. 

In this space, Wang Yi's Treasure Domain can cover an area with a radius of 300 billion kilometers. This 

range is so amazing that it can easily cover the entire land at that time, and it will be useless for other 

people to have any ideas. 

At the same time, the One-Eyed Lord also flew over in anxiety, but his direction was opposite to Wang 

Yi, opposite Wang Yi, so the two did not collide. 

"The volatility of the birth of this treasure is still going on, and there are still eight days to go." 

His most precious domain is much smaller than Wang Yi's, only a little over 100 billion kilometers, and 

there are still a few days before he wants to spread to the land, so even if he is a few days earlier than 

Wang Yi's distance, but because of the coverage of the domain On the contrary, Wang Yi is one step 

ahead of him. 
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To put it simply, it means that the most precious realm has arrived first. 

The Treasure Domain is the extension of the Lord of the Universe’s sight. When the One-Eyed Lord saw 

the endless black river in the distance, he was suddenly stupefied. 

"Om~" 

"Om~" 

The wave of the birth of the treasure was stronger than the wave, but the heart of the one-eyed lord 

was cold. 

"The most precious realm of the Lord of Chaotic Source!" 

He felt the flame in his heart go out suddenly. 

Wang Yi also discovered the most precious realm of the One-Eyed Lord at the same time. 

Through the breath of divine power, he recognized it all at once. 

"It's the one-eyed master." 

"Boom..." Suddenly the dazzling silver river in the sky rushed and raged, and countless sand-like crystals 

filled the river, hitting the endless black river. It is as if two oceans are impacting each other. 

"Bang bang bang" and then the sand and river were continuously forced to retreat. The black ocean's 

power was obviously far surpassed it, and the two major areas continued to collide with each other... 

but it was obvious that the blue ocean waves were completely suppressed. 

"Huh!" The one-eyed lord had a solemn expression, retracted Shahe Boundary, and ended the trial. 

"Lord of Chaotic Origin, your supreme treasure realm is indeed well-deserved. No wonder the Lord of 

Yihun will fall into your hands." 

Wang Yi's voice passed through layers of time and space. "One-eyed Lord, the treasure of the temple is 

here. Come and get it if you want it." 

A trace of shame appeared in the eyes of the one-eyed lord. "Master of Chaotic Origin, you are only 

relying on the power of the domain treasure, if you don't have the peak domain type treasure given to 

you by your race, I wouldn't be afraid of you." 

He stood in place and looked at the endless black with fear. Although it was still far away from the place 

where the treasure was born, he did not dare to approach it anymore. 

Who knows if you can get out if you go in. 

"If you don't want the one-eyed lord, then I'm not welcome this top treasure, hahaha..." 

The rampant voice of the Lord of Chaotic Source came out, making the One-eyed Lord gritted his teeth 

with anger. 

"This Chaotic Source is too arrogant. Doesn't he know the truth about the tree's big wind? I really hope 

that he will fall into the hands of the strongest in the universe." 



How terrible is the pinnacle treasure domain, he didn't dare to venture in at all, I am afraid that he 

would not be able to get out of this entry. 

At this moment, in the other direction, an endless sea of fire rushed in, burning the horizon red, vast and 

boundless. 

The Lord of Chaotic Source and the Lord of One-Eyed looked at the same time. 

A strange color flashed in the eyes of the one-eyed lord. 

"The Lord of the Flames." 

"Wow!" In the endless sea, a tall and towering existence slowly appeared like a magic mountain. For a 

time, the surrounding area of hundreds of billions of kilometers instantly fell into the endless flame 

world, and the Lord of Flames with blazing flames in his eyes stopped. 

"The one-eyed lord, the lord of the chaotic source." Speaking of the latter, there was a trace of jealousy 

in the tone of the lord of the flames. 

"Lord of Yanyan", in terms of strength, is also a very strong master of the universe. It is estimated that it 

is also the master of the pinnacle of the universe. It is at the same level as "Emperor Yan", but he has 

just killed the "Lord of Yihun". , The "Lord of Chaotic Source", who is unparalleled in the limelight, and 

the "Lord of Yanyan", who has always been very strong, also felt some headaches. 

"Haha, today is such a good day, you are here too, Lord of the Flames." The Lord of Chaotic Source 

laughed echoed in the sky. 

The Lord of Yanyan said without salty and undiminished words: "Master of Chaotic Source, you have a 

peak domain type treasure, we can't compete with you. It seems that this'Gillow Sail' is going to fall into 

your hands. I'm Yan Yan. I am very envious." 

"Oh? The Lord of Yanyan gave up so easily, it doesn't match your reputation in the past." The Lord of 

Chaotic Origin said, "I'm just a person. You now have two Lords of the Universe. If you join hands, this is 

a treasure. It’s not certain who will get it, don’t you try?" 

The Lord of Yanyan snorted. If the Lord of Chaotic Source doesn't have a peak domain-like treasure, if 

the previous "Master of Yihun" has not fallen, maybe he really tried it, but now, he doesn't feel that 

way. 

The realm-type treasures were originally used in battle than palace-type and soul-type treasures. In 

addition, this is also the peak realm-type treasure, two or three levels higher than their domain-type 

treasures, completely crushed...Under such circumstances If the Lord of Xiyan rushed in, it would be 

foolish. 

"No, this'Tian Liufan' will be given to the Lord of Chaotic Source." The Lord of Yanyan no longer stays, 

and after speaking, he will carry the treasure realm and turn and leave. The Lord of Chaotic Source is 

here, this place is for a moment. I don't want to stay anymore. 

The One-Eyed Lord saw the Lord of Yanyan leave, glanced at the land covered by the black river, sighed 

in his heart, and then turned and left. 



There is the Lord of the Chaotic Source here, unless there are more Lords of the universe, or there are 

methods that can compete with the peak realm-like treasures, it is difficult to compete for the Lord of 

the Chaotic Source. 

"It's really unlucky..." 

Wang Yifei was in the mighty black river ~www.mtlnovel.com~ watching the two universe masters leave, 

feeling a little regretful. 

If they come in, they will be able to harvest two more masters of the universe. 

Unfortunately, with the hapless Lord of Yihun, other universe masters would not give Wang Yi a chance. 

And the other cosmic lords saw the endless black river from a distance, and they all knew that it was the 

"Master of Chaotic Source". 

"Boom..." 

Half a month later, the spatial fluctuations violently climbed to the apex, and the entire land collapsed in 

this month's shaking, and the end of destruction had been ushered in. In the black whirlpool space, a 

giant sail flowing with fire-colored streamers completely emerged. 

Wang Yi, who was waiting next to him, easily took this treasure into his bag. 

The top treasure ‘Gillow Sail’ is available. 

Chapter 515: come out 

On the original star number 09999, more than a dozen cosmos masters from all major forces gathered 

at this moment. 

On the vast plain, a magnificent temple stands there, and around it is scattered a majestic figure. 

"boom!" 

Suddenly, the temple shone brightly and immediately attracted the attention of many cosmic masters 

present. 

The masters of the universe of the nine superpowers have all arrived, and some sub-primary forces have 

also participated. 

"Our people are also inside. If they happen to get the treasure, wait for them to come out and 

immediately take them away." 

Of course, some have the thought of murder and robbery. 

Therefore, there is no force behind him, even if he is lucky enough to get the precious treasure, he will 

die alive and leave. 

"Bang!" The originally closed door opened, and then a group of figures were blasted out and scattered 

everywhere. 

There were only less than half of the strong men who had opened the temple. 
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At this time, the masters of the universe hadn't done anything yet, but confronted each other coldly. 

"I heard that'Tian Liufan' has fallen into the hands of the Lord of Human Chaotic Origin." 

"Since it has been in the hands of the Master of Chaotic Source, it is almost impossible to get it." 

If the top treasure falls in the hands of a certain universe master or a certain universe overlord, there 

will be a big battle here, but since it falls in the hands of the universe master, then there is nothing to 

do, even if you do it, unless you hit Kill, otherwise you won't be able to grab it. 

"The Northern Xinjiang Alliance comes to me." 

"Zerg Alliance, come here." 

"Demon League..." 

The masters of the universe opened their mouths and summoned their own forces. The noise caused by 

the six years since the temple was opened is not small, and some things must be confirmed. 

This time there were hundreds of powerful people who were still alive, only thirty or forty, and some 

forces were wiped out in it. 

… 

Wang Yi was also among them. He looked back at the temple. The temple was slowly sinking to the 

ground. He didn't expect that as soon as he got the'Gilded Sails', a spatial vortex channel appeared out 

of thin air around him, sucking them all away, in a blink of an eye. , Everyone was blasted out of the 

temple. 

The One-Eyed Lord of the Nine Regions Alliance and the Lord of Yanyan of the Northern Frontier Alliance 

were in the distance, glanced at Wang Yi, and flew away one after another. 

This time they went in but didn't get much, and Wang Yi took the big head, which was a waste of time. 

"Chaotic Source." 

A voice came from afar, Wang Yi turned his head and looked around and saw a familiar figure flying 

over, with a burly body, a long dragon tail, and a pair of eyes that seemed to conceal the entire universe, 

that invisible dominance The breath made the surrounding space tremble and twist. 

Wang Yi smiled and greeted him. "Dragon Walk." 

It was the Lord of Longxing from the Virtual Universe Company who came, and he flew over with a 

smile. 

"Chaotic source, Chaos asked me to come over to meet you." He said again, "Bingfeng also came, but a 

primitive star appeared to be the treasure not long ago, so he left." 

"Oh." Wang Yi nodded. Before, the Lord of Chaos City said that he would let two masters of the universe 

come over. He saw only one dragon walking, which was a bit strange. 

Long Xing glanced around, "Let's leave here first." 



The surrounding group of cosmic masters from all forces have not left yet, but looking at the chaotic 

source master, their eyes are complicated. 

"That is the Lord of Chaotic Source." 

"Mankind's newly promoted master of the universe, a peerless genius newly born in these 100,000 

years." 

"I heard that he has a supreme treasure, and there is also a peak domain type treasure, which can 

display the combat power comparable to the Lord of the Ice Peak, and even the Lord of Yihun has fallen 

into his hands." 

"What do the Zerg, Demon, and Machine Race do to give humans such a powerful enemy, it is too 

useless." 

"This time the temple is opened, the most precious top treasure'Tian Liufan' is in the hands of the Lord 

of Chaotic Origin. Even the Lord of One-Eyed and the Lord of Flames dared not compete with Chaotic 

Origin. This Chaotic Origin broke through to the universe. How long has it taken for the Lord to be such a 

prestigious name." 

"Huh, it's just the treasure bestowed by the race. The human race treats this Chaotic Source so 

favorably, which proves his importance. If there is a chance, we must kill him and get his treasure by the 

way." 

This time the Primordial Star was opened, and many lords of the universe came in from all sides, and the 

Tongtian Pagoda gave birth to many lords of the cosmos, especially those countless weak and idle races 

independent of the major forces of all parties, among them may have been before There is not even a 

top cosmic overlord, who belongs to the oppressed existence in the universe. 

However, thanks to the opportunity of the Tongtian Pagoda, a master of the universe was born among 

these ordinary races. They are indeed very weak as a whole, but their numbers are ten thousand times, 

millions, and countless times of those peak races and powerful races. Among them, even if the 

probability is low, there will always be encounters against the sky, breaking through that level... 

Therefore, during this period of time in the primitive universe, hundreds of universe masters were born 

at once, and many more powerful races were born. 

In fact, the Northern Frontier Alliance has the largest number of powerhouses, and more than ten 

masters of the universe have been born, but they have not created the ultimate masters of the universe. 

They are still practicing with great concentration, and basically do not mix things with the primitive 

stars. 

In fact, the birth of the Lord of the universe is nothing. If the strongest person in the universe is born, it 

is enough to shake the existing power structure of the original universe. 

Like the nine superpowers, the strongest is the ancestral gods, because the ancestral gods rely on the 

original will of the original universe, and there are three ancestral gods whose strength is comparable to 

the strongest in the universe. 

Among the six pinnacle races, the strongest is the Monster Race, because the Monster Race has the 

largest number of universe masters. Not counting the ancestors of the Monster Beasts who were 



expelled, there are also two strongest in the universe. It can be said to be ambitious to win over the Star 

Giants Alliance with a long history. 

However, since humans, zergs, and machine races have been able to fight against the neighboring 

monster races for hundreds of millions of years, they are naturally not weak. Coupled with the four-

legged standing, the balance is difficult to break. Sometimes one party has the upper hand, and the 

other three parties. Joint suppression. 

In this case, UU reading www. uukanshu. In fact, no matter which side has the strongest in the universe, 

nothing can be changed. Unless there are a few more powerful people in the universe, or dozens of 

masters of the universe, the situation can be completely reversed. 

Simply put, it is to have one's own power against the power of the three races. 

This is also the reason why the parties are fighting, but they are always maintained in a default mode, 

and there is no fighting too crazy. 

"Hunyuan, you have already got the'Gillow Sail of the Sky'?" said the Lord of Longxing and Wang Yi as 

they flew. 

Wang Yi smiled slightly. "Although this'Gillow Sail' is a top treasure, its power is not bad, but it is of little 

use to me. I plan to dedicate it to the race." 

The Lord of Longxing was not surprised. During this time, Wang Yi presented many treasures to the race, 

all of which were relatively precious, and it also increased the strength of the Lord of the universe of the 

human race a lot. 

Like the Lord of the Dragon Walk, he "credited" a top palace treasure in the ethnic treasure house, 

greatly increasing his life-saving ability. 

The Lord of the Universe of the Prison Race Alliance watched the human race and the Lord of the 

Universe go away with a smile, couldn't help but snorted, a cold light flashed in his eyes. 

Chapter 516: Siege 

"Report that the Lord of Chaotic Source on Primitive Star No. 09999 has come out of the temple and is 

now with the Lord of Longxing. The coordinates are..." 

The Prison Clan Alliance, which is setting up a bureau, has received another news. 

On the vast mountains and forests of primordial stars, Wang Yi flew side by side with the Lord of 

Longxing. 

"This process is relatively easy." The Lord of Longxing sighed, "There are only you four universe masters 

in the temple, and other universe masters can't enter. The pressure of competition is not that great. If 

you are outside, you will face a top treasure. Temptation! All parties will not retreat in this way. I am 

afraid that it is normal to directly summon more masters of the universe and fight for them." 

Wang Yi also nodded. It is true that a top treasure is enough to make some cosmos masters fight and kill 

each other. 
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... 

At the entrance of a whirlpool passage in the primitive universe, several towering figures of prisoners 

descended. 

A soft and graceful voice sounded. "This is the entrance to the outside world of the Primordial Star 

where the Lord of the Star Prison is now. When you enter from here, you will immediately be next to the 

Lord of the Star Prison. According to our pre-deduction, plus other universe masters who are in place on 

the Primordial Star. Together, we can quickly besiege the Lord of Star Prison." 

Primitive stars have 10081 vortex channels, of which one leads to the outside world, and the other 

10080 leads to other primitive stars. 

It should be noted that the distance of each vortex channel generally has a distance of hundreds of 

millions of kilometers. It usually takes more than half an hour to fly from one whirlpool channel to 

another whirlpool channel. 

"This time, because the Lord of the Universe of the Great Alliance of Mankind has descended on the 

Primordial Star on a large scale, there are also many Lords of the Universe that we are going to send out 

to block, so you are the only ones who are besieging the Star Prison. If the Lord of Star Prison escapes 

the encirclement, it will be almost impossible to find such an opportunity next time." The Lord of Purple 

Nightmare said calmly. 

"We understand." 

"The Lord of Purple Nightmare, this time we will be surrounded by four masters of the universe. Among 

them is the Lord of Canthus. As long as the human alliance does not participate, the Lord of the Star 

Prison does not have a strong life-saving treasure, then he It's dead." 

"I also know the Demon Lord of Star Prison, but he is just a newly promoted Lord of the Universe. Could 

it be that he will still be the second Lord of Chaotic Origin." 

The Lord of Purple Nightmare smiled and said with a charming smile, "Then I beg you, this success will 

let the Primordial Universe know that our Prison Clan Alliance is not something anyone can provoke." 

In this operation of the Prison Alliance, the siege was second, and the reputation of defending the 

Alliance was true. 

After all, the prison clan advocating killing is also a very crazy ethnic group. 

This time there was a mental arithmetic or unintentional, and a large number of powerful people were 

dispatched. The Prison Clan Alliance was full of confidence and felt that it would be successful. Then it 

was watching the scenes of the Human Alliance violently jumping. 

They also judged that the Human Alliance might be angered and war broke out, but even so, the Prison 

Alliance would not back down easily. 

After all, there are three territories adjoining enemies of the Human Alliance, the Zerg Race, the Demon 

Race, and the Machine Race. That is the real threat. It is at most a conflict of spirit with the Prison Race. 

They estimate that the final result will be the outbreak of the two sides. A big battle, and then finally 

nothing. 



The Lord of Purple Nightmare estimated that the Human Hongmeng would not be so unwise, and would 

fight to death with the Prison Alliance. 

Of course, the Prison Clan Alliance would not be so stupid that it was really for a dead Lord of Yihun, not 

yet the lord of the alien universe of his own race, and would really fight hard with the Human Alliance. 

"go." 

"go." 

One by one, towering figures filled with evil aura or overwhelming power passed through the external 

passages one after another and entered the Primitive Star. 

... 

In a mountain forest named Primitive Star No. 02271, his body shrank to more than ten meters, a black 

robe full of evil and destructive auras like a prison clan, and he walked in the mountains and forests. 

The "Star Prison Demon Lord" is a clone of Pang Bo and a special life, with a huge body and the strongest 

combat power. 

Because there is no deliberate hiding, it is easy for other people to recognize the Lord of the Universe. It 

is important to know that there is not much Lord of the Universe in the entire primitive universe. Some 

of them have entered the Primitive Star and spread out. It is also difficult to encounter. Others see 

Naturally avoid it far away and dare not provoke it. 

"The days when the treasure is not born are really leisurely." The Lord of Star Prison said in his heart. 

"Those alien races saw me and avoided tens of millions of kilometers away early." 

Primitive stars are very dangerous, and that is also relative. 

It is extremely dangerous to the Venerable Universe! 

The danger to the overlord of the universe is much smaller, otherwise the Venerable Guiyi would not be 

so confident in borrowing soul-like treasures from Luo Feng, and generally avoiding the top overlord of 

the universe and the lord of the universe, there would be no danger. 

The top universe overlord is even safer. 

Unless you take the initiative to provoke the Lord of the universe! 

For example, when a certain treasure is opened, the top cosmic hegemon and the cosmic lord enter into 

contention... In that case, it is naturally possible to fall. 

Otherwise, if you keep avoiding the Lord of the Universe, you will definitely walk sideways. 

Like the Lord of Star Prison, who hasn’t created the ultimate master of the universe, he actually belongs 

to the weakest kind of universe Lord in the eyes of outsiders. However, the master of time and space 

and the divine body is a hundred times purer than the previous one, threatening nature. More than the 

top universe overlord. 



In addition, the Lord of the Star Prison has always been very cautious, avoiding the location where the 

Lord of the Universe descended, and has been safe and sound. 

But his trajectory fell in the eyes of others, and he had unknowingly weaved an invisible web, waiting for 

several years, just for this moment. 

"Huh?" The Lord of Star Prison suddenly turned his head and looked in one direction. 

"Boom..." The world is quiet! 

An endless coercion instantly enveloped the entire Primordial Star. In the whirlpool passage closest to 

the Star Prison, that was originally a whirlpool passage leading to the outside world, and the Lord of the 

Star Prison had never cared. 

He also didn't expect that there would be several masters of the universe quietly staying there just to 

wait for him to come. 

"Swish..." A majestic figure walked out of the vortex passage hundreds of millions of kilometers away 

from the Lord of Star Prison ~www.mtlnovel.com~ swish..." In another direction, there was also an evil 

aura emerging. 

"One, two, three..." The Lord of the Star Prison's face changed suddenly. "Four directions, the universe 

lord of the prison clan alliance, there are actually four universe lords of the prison clan descending here? 

Is it for me?" Thinking of the previous fall of the universe lord of the prison clan alliance, look at the 

present four The Star Prison immediately understood the formation surrounding him by the Lord of the 

Universe. 

He was also unambiguous, and immediately sent out a request for help in the virtual universe through 

the external body. 

Not only here, but in other primordial stars, there are the primordial stars of the Lord of the Human 

Universe, and many also have the Lord of the Universe of the Prison Alliance descending. 

Of course, their task is not to fight with the Lord of the Human Universe, but to contain them and 

prevent them from coming to rescue the "Lord of the Star Hell." 

"One, two, three, four...Oh my god, four masters of the universe are coming all of a sudden?" 

The cosmic lords from all forces on the entire planet calmed down, all of them were frightened and 

careful, they understood... 

The Lord of the universe has come! 

Chapter 517: collision 

"The Lord of Zhimeng, the Lord of Yuanzai, the Lord of the Kalachakra..." The Star Prison looked at the 

last of the universe lord who appeared on a majestic body with a white face on his chest and evil spirits, 

his face solemn. "...Lord of the canthus." 
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The Prison Alliance’s dispatch of the four universe masters this time is extraordinary, especially the 

"Lord of the Canthus Demon" is the most famous and powerful universe master in the universe, 

compared to the restricted universe in the original universe. The strongest are only slightly weaker. 

In addition, the lord of the canthus demon is more powerful, and the armor is stronger. It is the top 

existence among the universe lord of the prison clan, and is equivalent to the "City Lord of Chaos" of 

mankind or the "Lord of Nine Serenities" of the ancestors. 

The four masters of the universe, plus the star hell, that is five, began to compete for the time and space 

on the original star, but there is only one star hell, and the opposite four, the star **** can barely 

maintain the time and space control around him. 

"The visitor is not good, go." Thinking about the fall of the "Lord of Yihun" in the Prison Clan Alliance 

before, the Lord of Star Prison realized that the other party was coming for him, and turned into a 

streamer to flee. 

"Lord of the Star Prison, your Hongmeng killed me the Lord of the Universe, and today I will use your 

clone to pay for it." 

The voice of "Lord of the Canthus Demon" resounded across the sky, blasted through the primordial 

star, and stunned the Cosmos Venerables who were quietly watching. 

"Oh my God, the four universe masters of the Prison Clan Alliance come together to kill the universe 

master of the human alliance." 

The news spread wildly in the universe immediately. 

All forces were also alarmed. 

"The Prison Clan Alliance really couldn't bear it anymore. After suffering such a big loss, I'll just say it." 

"The fall of the Lord of Yihun really fell. The "Lord of Star Prison" of Hongmeng is just a clone. It seems 

that the Prison Clan Alliance hasn't thought of fighting Hongmeng to death." 

"The "Lord of Canthus Demon" has all come, the four masters of the universe, it seems that the Prison 

Clan Alliance is really determined to save face by killing the Lord of Star Prison." 

"The Prison Clan is also the pinnacle race. If a cosmos lord has fallen, how can it be easy to give up. This 

time the arrival of many cosmos lords, the two pinnacle forces collide with each other, I don't know 

what will happen." 

"Haha...fight, fight, it's better to fight to the death, and then kill a few universe masters." 

The prisoners and the humans fight, and other forces are also happily watching the show. No matter 

who wins or loses, it is a good thing for most of them. 

Hongmeng was shocked and angry when he received the call for help from the Star Prison for the first 

time. 

"What? The prisoners actually dispatched the four masters of the universe to kill the Star Prison?" 

"Outrageous, when our Hongmeng is a decoration?" 



"Everyone, rush to help!" 

Human Hongmeng aggressively marched into Primordial Stars this time. Although some strong men or 

clones will remain outside to guard, more than half of the masters of the universe have entered. 

Together with the alien races tied to the Hongmeng chariot, this number has exceeded. Twenty. 

However, the lords of these universes are distributed among other primordial stars, and even if they 

want to rush to rescue, it will take some time. 

Wang Yi, who was flying with the Lord of Longxing on the original star number 09999, also received the 

news. 

"The Prison Alliance has come to the four masters of the universe, want to kill my teacher?" 

There was a bad anger in Wang Yi's eyes. 

"Do they want to die?" 

Regarding the prison clan, Wang Yi did not intend to kill too much. The prison clan is not adjacent to the 

human territory and has no direct interest. Sometimes fighting is also for the treasure. 

Unlike the human race alliance, the monster race alliance, the machine race alliance, and the zerg 

alliance, the fight is really fierce! 

These four pinnacle races are adjacent to each other, and their hatred is accumulated, and they are 

fighting each other fiercely on the Primordial Star... Fighting against each other again and again, 

accumulating hatred again and again, that hatred is great. 

For the other three peak races, Wang Yi was quick to kill. 

But for the prison clan, crystal clan... Wang Yi emotionally disgusted and hated, but he hadn't reached 

the point of hatred. 

But this time, the prison clan wanted to kill his own teacher, although it was just a clone, not really 

falling...but it also angered Wang Yi. 

Wang Yi certainly understands why the Prison Clan Alliance did this. It was killing the "Lord of Yihun" 

before taking revenge on him. 

"We will go to the Star Prison right away." said the Lord of Longxing. "However, from us to the original 

star number 02271, your teacher, even if you pass through many vortex passages, it will take you a day 

and a half at the earliest. It's up to your teacher not to move." 

"This prison clan alliance has already calculated it." Wang Yi's expression was cold, and the killing intent 

in his heart couldn't stop appearing. 

He just got the news from the virtual universe, and the other powerful men of the Human Alliance 

rushed to the rescue, but they were stopped by the Lord of the Universe of the Prison Clan Alliance. 

Some of them didn’t stop. It was also a long way from the original star where the Lord of the Star Prison 

was. , It takes a long time to rush over, and there is no time to rescue in time... Various phenomena 

prove that the Prison Alliance has planned for a long time. 



The Lord of Longxing said with emotion: "This prison clan alliance is not inferior to our human alliance, 

and it has mental arithmetic or unintentional, and chooses the star prison to start. Everything has been 

premeditated, and the calculations are well done. It is really well-intentioned." In the end, the Lord of 

Longxing showed a sneer on his face. "But they don't know that our human race is no longer what it 

used to be." 

The biggest change for the lord of the human race and universe is the treasure in his body! 

Although it is not as powerful as the great axe founder got a Xeon Zhibao, but with the help of Wang Yi, 

at least one or two top treasures or pinnacle treasures are replaced, and the strength is rising. 

After all, at the level of the Lord of the Universe, the main determining strength is the level of the secret 

technique, the divine body, the treasure... 

Seeing Wang Yi's face, Long Xing comforted: "After all, your teacher is the Lord of the universe, and 

there is a treasure you gave him, so he won't fall so easily." 

Even if he fell, he would only lose one clone. 

Of course Wang Yi knew, but he was still annoyed. 

Although he also killed a cosmic lord of the Prison Alliance before, he still wiped it out completely, 

speaking of the loss of the Prison Alliance is really big... But for Wang Yi, how could it be generalized. 

"The teacher has the treasures I sent, at least it is no problem to save my life, enough to support our 

rescue." Wang Yi was calm. 

As early as at that time, he thought of the teacher's safety, and specially sent some powerful treasures. 

For example, the top flying palace category treasure, as long as the Star Prison hides in time, it will be 

difficult for the opponent to have a way to get him. 

The palace treasure ~www.mtlnovel.com~ is very precious, it can resist material attacks almost 100%, 

and the material is comparable to the treasure armor of a higher level. 

It is estimated that the prisoners who have been fighting hard have never expected that the Lord of the 

Star Prison, such as the Lord of the universe who has just broken through, has a top flying palace 

treasure on his body! 

Possessing top flying palace treasures, even in the sea of cosmos, being attacked and killed by the 

strongest in the universe, it can last a long time. 

The calculations of the Prison Alliance are destined to fail. 

But the Prison Alliance does not know now. They know that there are many nights and dreams, and they 

control the time and space of the Primitive Star as soon as they arrive, and release the domain-type 

treasures to oppress the Lord of the Star Prison, wanting to kill them quickly. 

But the Lord of the Star Prison has a treasure from Wang Yi, and there are the more precious "phantom 

mirrors" among the top domain treasures. Not to mention, armors are all peak treasure armors, and 

they are also the Lord of the universe. How could it be easily affected? 



The two sides chased on the primordial star, but the four masters of the universe surrounded from four 

directions. It had already been calculated that the master of the star **** would inevitably fight one or 

two of them. 

At this time, news of the collision between the Human Alliance and the Prison Alliance on the Primordial 

Star had spread, causing an uproar in the universe. 

Chapter 518: The Lord of the Star Hell 

"I still want to escape, huh." The white face of the main body of the canthus demon roared, and the 

black waves suddenly opened in all directions around him, and the black turbulent water instantly 

spread and impacted the surrounding area. 

In order to kill the "Master of Star Prison" this time, the Prison Clan Alliance was also prepared. 

The Lord of the Canthus Demon is the ultimate treasure of the pinnacle domain, and with his monstrous 

strength, it is undoubtedly very terrifying to oppress the Lord of the ordinary universe. 

"Wow!" 

The lord of Star Prison who was fleeing also appeared misty light, and the endless misty light filled the 

area where he was, and the black waves were repelled away. 

It's just that the black waves of the Lord of Canthus occupies most of the area, and the Lord of Star 

Prison can only protect himself, and the misty brilliance is condensed into a shuttle shape, breaking the 

waves, and advancing in the black ocean. 

"What?" The canthus master, who was already confident, couldn't help being taken aback. "Under the 

pressure of my domain, I can still maintain this speed... Is this a top domain treasure?" 

The master of the star hell’s top-level domain treasures are already extremely precious. They are 

considered top-level domain treasures. Although they are not as good as the peak domain treasures, 

they are still far from the master of the canthus at this time. It’s just self-protection that can barely be 

achieved. . 

The lord of the canthus was first startled by the top realm-like treasure used by the lord of the star 

prison, and then he became happy. 

"Hahaha... the top domain category treasure, I originally thought that this time you can only kill a clone 

of you, but I didn't expect to gain another treasure." 

"Master of Star Prison, I will accept your treasure." 

The Prison Clan Alliance had already said that in addition to contributions, the treasures of the Lord of 

the Star Prison were also distributed by them. It is estimated that they would not have thought that 

there was an extremely precious top realm-like treasure in a mere cosmic master who had just broken 

through. 

It is unceremonious to say that this kind of treasure was born on a primitive star, and the Lord of the 

universe would have to fight frantically, that is, it is normal for one or two to fall. 
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"It's actually a treasure in the top field!" 

The other three masters of the universe were also surprised, and then their hearts became hot. 

"This time we are very lucky. We thought we were just dispatching to kill a clone of the Lord of the weak 

and small universe, but we didn't expect to encounter such a good thing." 

Even if they can’t monopolize the treasures of the top domains, they can still get a lot of benefits, even 

more than they have gained in the long years. How can they not be excited. 

"The human race is so rich. Before, the Lord of Chaotic Source had a peak domain type treasure, and this 

star **** also has a top domain type treasure." Some universe masters were puzzled. 

"Quickly, we can't let the lord of the human universe run away." 

"Don't worry, there is the limit of the most precious realm of the Lord of the Canthus, and we are 

surrounded, he can't run away." 

The Lord of Support and Meng, the Lord of Yuanzai, and the Lord of Kalachakra are full of confidence. 

In terms of strength, all of them are at the pinnacle level, at the same level as "Yan Di"! 

And their opponent is just a breakthrough. I am afraid that even the lord of the universe hasn’t created a 

weak guy, and there is the lord of the canthus to restrict and oppress the opponent’s supreme power. 

Any one can stop the opponent, as long as a little Once restrained, several other cosmic masters 

gathered and besieged, and the other party could only fall to an end. 

"quick!" 

"Chase!" 

Under the temptation of the supreme treasure, the master of the canthus and the three masters of the 

universe are full of killing intent at this moment. They quickly fly over to the master of the star hell. If 

they want to kill the master of the universe, it is impossible to do so with the domain-type supreme 

treasures. You have to fly close to fight. 

The Lord of the Star Prison controlled the Realm Treasure to fly as hard as he could. Although he tried 

his best to control, his speed was still affected. 

"I have to rush to the nearest passage, I am afraid it will take several hours, and there is no guarantee 

that there will be no other strong prisoners in ambush on the opposite side." The Lord of the Star 

Territory seemed to run for his life, but he was very calm in his heart. 

The danger of falling? A joke, he now has a superb treasure. The armor is the pinnacle treasure. This 

divine body is thousands of kilometers away. Even if it is not the opponent of the "Lord of Canthus", 

even if it is a frontal resistance, he can hold on for a while. 

The most important thing is that he also has a top flying palace type treasure, "This is the top flying 

palace type treasure. On the primitive star, I hide in it. The strongest in the universe can't kill me even if 

I attack with all his strength." I didn't panic at all. 



However, he didn’t even think about going back to fight against the strong of the Prison Alliance. The 

opponent had four, all of whom were better than him, as well as the "Lord of Canthus", the lord of the 

universe comparable to the "Lord of Chaos." To protect him from being killed, he would turn around to 

fight against the opponent if he was stupid. 

"Unexpectedly, four masters of the universe were dispatched to kill me. This time I, Pang Bo, is also 

considered famous in the universe." The Lord of Star Prison sighed. 

"But if this continues, I still have to fight against one of the Lords of the Universe..." The Lord of Star 

Prison looked forward. 

The Lord of Canthus was chasing after him, and it was impossible for the Lord of Star Prison to get past 

him. 

There are three cosmic masters in other directions, deliberately surrounded, no matter how to change 

the route, in fact, the distance between the two sides is gradually getting closer. 

As far as the Lord of the Universe is concerned, they can launch an attack if they are close to thousands 

of miles, and they were only hundreds of millions of kilometers away from each other before. 

"Can't avoid it, you must choose a direction to break through." The star prisoner's dark eyes scanned the 

four directions. 

"The Lord of Support Meng." 

"Lord of Yuanzai." 

"The Lord of the Kalachakra" 

"Of the three masters of the universe, who do you choose?" The master of the star prison pondered. 

"I have top-level domain treasures in my body, but I am restricted by the "Black Demon Abyss" of the 

Lord of the Canthus, and cannot exert its power. However, the opponent can improve the strength with 

the help of the Lord of the Canthus's Supreme Realm... This is for me Very unfavorable." Although 

knowing that, the Lord of Star Prison has nothing to do. 

"I have the highest treasure weapon and armor on my body~www.mtlnovel.com~ but the most deadly 

thing about me is that I haven't created the ultimate knack, which is far from other universe masters on 

the level of mystery." 

The master of the universe, the pinnacle and the ultimate, seem to be one level behind, but in fact the 

power gap is huge. 

Just like Luo Feng, Immortal can easily kill the cosmic hegemon by relying on the ultimate master of the 

universe. Once he breaks through to the sage, killing the top cosmic hegemon is two tricks. Although this 

is also the reason for the treasure of his divine body, but It can be seen that the Lord of the Universe is 

extremely terrifying. 

"There is no ultimate master of the universe. I will be at a disadvantage if I only rely on the ultimate 

master of the universe to fight against other masters of the universe." The master of the star prison is 

like a mirror. 



Only a few years after his breakthrough? Even if you have been comprehending, there will be no way to 

break through this bottleneck for a while. 

Normally, it is normal for the Lord of the universe to spend hundreds of thousands to create such a 

secret method for several million years. 

"Lord of Star Prison, stop struggling, give up, you can't run away!" A cosmic lord from the side rushed 

over. 

"Let me be dead?" The Lord of the Star Prison roared: "Want to kill me? You dream!" 

Chapter 519: Want to kill me? dream! 

The endless black waves oppress the misty shuttle-shaped light and shadow, and in the light and 

shadow is the devilish "Master of Star Prison". 

Although the Prison League has four universe masters, other powerful players cannot use two domain-

like treasures at the same time, because domains and domains are mutually exclusive. 

Therefore, the strongest master of the canthus uses his "Black Demon Abyss" to restrict the escaped 

"Master of Star Prison". 

In this domain, the actions of the "Master of Star Prison" will be restricted, but the other three universe 

masters will be assisted by the domain, and the speed will be even faster. 

With the power of the Lord of Canthus, it is much stronger than other ordinary universe masters to drive 

the highest treasure in the peak domain, not to mention that the star **** is only the top treasure in 

the top domain, and it is normal to be suppressed. It can maintain this flying speed for a short time 

without being overtaken. It's already rare and precious. 

Surrounded by endless black waves, the "Lord of Star Prison" who turned into a misty light and shadow 

and the other "Lord of Support and Meng", the lord of the universe, quickly approached. 

"Master of Star Prison!" 

"The Lord of Support Meng!" 

Both towering figures roared. 

"The Lord of Star Prison" is the special being of the body, so before breaking through the Lord of the 

Universe, the genetic level is more than a thousand times, plus some means can be used to continuously 

improve the genetic level and divine body, so the "Master of Star Prison" is a clone There are also divine 

bodies that are more than 2,000 times the genetic level and thousands of kilometers high. In terms of 

divine bodies alone, they are not much inferior to the tyrannical masters of the universe such as the 

"Lord of Support and Meng". 

Like normal lives, humans, monsters, zergs, star behemoths, demons and other beings that can 

reproduce from generation to generation, even if they rely on various methods, generally can only 

increase the level of life genes to 100 times. This is a limit! Like many universe hegemons have reached 

this step. 
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And become the masters of the universe...Existing beyond time and space, they become masters of time 

and space. 

Their title is the Lord of the Universe. 

100 times the life gene level is the limit for world masters, immortals, and cosmic masters. 

But to the Lord of the universe... As beings that are beyond time and space, they can surpass the 100-

fold limit, and can use various methods to increase the level of life genes as much as possible. As the 

level of life genes increases, their divine bodies will naturally become stronger, even they The volume 

can also gradually become larger. 

The shackles of "volume and genetic level of life" disappeared when they reached the Lord of the 

universe. 

They can move towards the legendary perfection-10081 times the level of life genes, but it is very 

difficult. Generally, the Lord of the universe can make himself reach about 1,000 times the level of life 

genes, and it is very difficult to reach two to three thousand times, reaching five thousand times. It is 

extremely difficult to go up, as for the perfect gene in the legend...that is a legend! 

Even the Chaos City Lord hadn't reached this level. 

"Lord of Zhimeng, get out!" The lord of Star Prison looked grim. 

"Lord of Star Prison, don't you want to pass by me!" With an ant-like lower body and a human-like upper 

body with long horns behind it, the strange-looking Lord Zhimeng also shouted. 

The "Lord of Support Meng" is the absolute leader of a powerful ethnic group in the universe "Zhi 

Meng" and a vassal race of the "Prison". 

"Ang~~" There is a long black shuttle in front of the lord of the star prison, which turns into a black 

lightning and shoots toward the "Lord of Mengzhi", with a monstrous power emanating from the 

surrounding space. There are countless stars rotating, as if endless stars are hidden in it, and the 

surrounding time and space may be violently broken at any time. This is a strong offensive breath. 

This is the secret method that contains the way of time and space! It is also a secret method that the 

"Master of Star Prison" has painstakingly studied for hundreds of millions of years before breaking 

through. 

Together with the peak treasure "Streamer Shuttle", it exerts its strongest power since its birth. 

"Good coming!" The lord of Zhimeng laughed, and the towering body slammed into him. Two horns 

appeared on his hands, similar to horns, but one gold and one silver. The four feet trampled the space, 

and then whizzed directly. Rushing to the Lord of Star Prison, at the same time the two gold and silver 

horns also turned into fuzzy light and shadow, and the power was incredible. A linear crack visible to the 

naked eye appeared in the space where the original star was extremely solidified. 

The black long shuttle collided with the gold and silver horn weapons of the Lord of Support and Meng, 

and the power contained in it broke out completely, and the surrounding space was instantly shattered. 

There were only two majestic existences in the fierce fighting. 



In a flash, there were hundreds of collisions! 

when! The black long shuttle was split again by the Lord of Zhimeng. However, the powerful power 

contained in the long shuttle is also transmitted to the weapons of the Lord of Support and Meng. 

"Huh?" The Lord Zhimeng's divine body shook slightly, and backed a few steps, a little surprised. "Are 

you the pinnacle weapon?" 

He could see that the secret method of the Lord of the Star Prison hadn't reached the level of the 

ultimate master of the universe, but the attack power was much greater than he expected, and it was 

almost approaching the level of the true master of the universe displaying the ultimate skill. , And the 

Lord of Star Prison and his divine body power are about the same, if it is not a secret method, it can only 

be a weapon problem. 

"Even if you have the Supreme Treasure Weapon, you are not my opponent!" The Lord Zhi Meng 

stopped thinking about it, and continued to fight with the Lord of Star Prison. 

All he had to do was to stop the Lord of Star Prison here. 

Seeing that the Lord of Star Prison was dragged by the Lord of Support Meng, the other three universe 

masters of the Prison Clan Alliance were also fast approaching. 

"Ha ha." 

"Zhi Meng, good job." 

"Don't let him run." 

The Lord of Zhimeng also smiled and looked at the opposite side, "Master of Star Prison, you have 

nowhere to go. You still have to be obedient, and we will give you a decent way to die. You are no more 

than a clone here, so why continue to suffer? Struggling.” The offensive in his hands is still 

fierce~www.mtlnovel.com~ I want to take down the Lord of the Star Prison before other universe Lords 

reach the battlefield, so that his credit will be higher. 

"The Lord of Support and Meng, you are indeed very strong, but the four of you beat me, I am not 

convinced!" The Lord of Star Prison, who was shrouded in the abyss-like darkness, let out a low roar. "If 

you are alone today, I am not afraid of you at all!" 

"You have a top domain treasure. If you encounter it alone, of course I can do nothing about you, but 

this is the overall action of the Prison League. The Prison League wants you to die. How do you resist? 

You should accept your fate." He shook his head and said, seeing that the Lord of Star Prison didn't give 

up resisting, he became angry again. "Whether you like it or not, you are going to die today, and your 

human alliance cannot save you." 

"Lord of Star Prison, die!" The lord of the canthus in the distance grabbed a huge long whip in his hands, 

and with a violent flick, the whip was more than 100 million kilometers long, and it swept towards the 

one who was fighting against the lord of Zhimeng." Lord of the Star Hell". 

"Prison Alliance, you bully the less with more, I won't play with you anymore!" 



The lord of the Star Prison cried out. Suddenly, behind him, there was a huge luminous crystal palace, 

about a thousand kilometers high. The whole body was crystal clear, carved like ice crystals, beautifully 

carved, and it flew directly to the Star Prison as soon as it appeared. The Lord, the Lord of the Star Prison 

had been controlling Chang Shuo to fight with the "Lord of Support Meng" before, and at this time he 

went directly into the crystal palace. 

Chapter 520: It seems...no? 

boom! 

The long whip of the Lord of Canthus pierced the sky, flew from a distance, slapped fiercely on the 

crystal palace, and knocked the crystal palace far away. 

Most of that terrible impact was absorbed by the Crystal Palace, and the rest fell on the armor of the 

Lord of Star Prison hiding in the palace, and then was weakened ten thousand times! Finally, it impacted 

on the Lord of Star Prison's divine body, only to make his divine body tremble slightly, and the powerful 

divine body of the Lord of Star Prison could easily bear it. 

"Haha, Lord of Canthus, are you tickling me?" The rampant laughter of the Lord of Star Prison leaked 

from the palace, and the Lord of Star Prison wrapped the palace with his own treasure domain and flew 

towards the distance. go. 

However, he was still deeply trapped in the black waves of the Lord of Canthus, and his actions were 

very slow. 

"Flying palace-like treasures!" The lord of the canthus, the lord of Zhimeng, the lord of Yuan rule, and 

the lord of the Kalachakra were all taken aback. 

"Even if there are flying palace treasures, you can't run away." The master of the canthus snorted and 

continued to wave the long whip. There seemed to be countless snakes in the sky above the Primordial 

Star. Draw it on the Crystal Palace, whipping it up and down everywhere. 

Under this circumstance, the Lord of Star Prison had no way to control the Crystal Palace to avoid it, so 

he could only resist. 

However, this is the treasure of the top flying palace! 

Even if the strongest in the universe goes all out, it is a treasure that cannot be destroyed! 

No matter how strong the Canthus Lord is, it is only the Lord of the Universe. No matter how powerful it 

is, there is no way to use it. He can only attack the Crystal Palace with a whip, intending to penetrate the 

palace and injure the Lord of the Star Hell. 

For this reason, he does not hesitate to burn the divine body to exert his strongest power. 

"Wow!" 

The sky was torn into a crack with a length of 100 million kilometers, booming...the space trembled, and 

the Crystal Palace was sturdy and flew out into a stream of light. 
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"Haha... Lord of the canthus, didn't you have a meal, just this strength? This can't deal with me, haha..." 

The Star Prison Lord said arrogantly. 

"Let's come too!" The Lord of Support and Meng, the Lord of Yuanzai, and the Lord of Kalachakra also 

attacked at the same time. 

"His palace can withstand material attacks, our souls attack him!" 

Palace treasures are generally very effective in resisting material attacks, but soul attacks are very 

general. 

Traces of light condensed on the forehead of the Lord of the Kalachakra, turning into a light wheel-like 

spiritual light, sweeping directly toward the crystal palace in front of him. The Lord of the Kalachakra is a 

master of the universe who is good at soul attacks. 

"Boom..." Although it was an attack from the imaginary divine power soul, it still shook violently when it 

landed on the crystal palace. 

The four masters of the universe surrounded the crystal palace, constantly performing soul attacks, and 

occasionally performing physical attacks, ravaging the crystal palace. 

The Venerable Universes on the Primordial Star underneath watched the four masters of the universe 

flying the crystal palace everywhere, with fear and excitement. 

"The four universe lords of the Prison Clan Alliance are besieging the lord of the Star Prison of the 

Human Alliance. The lord of the star **** is hiding in the flying palace and is being ravaged." 

This news quickly spread to the outside through layers of channels, causing countless shocks. 

"The four masters of the universe, among them there are the top masters of the universe, the Lord of 

the Canthus. The Prison Clan Alliance is really cruel. It seems that the Lord of the Star Prison is destined 

to fall this time." 

Some forces are gloating. 

But the subsequent development made them dumbfounded. 

... 

"Hahaha... fools of the Prison Alliance, go ahead, don't stop, come and hit me, I'm so scared! Haha..." 

The voice of the Lord of the Star Prison came from the Crystal Palace, arrogant and full of energy. He 

gritted his teeth and gnashing the teeth of the powerful prisoner who was attacking nearby, but they 

also discovered that in the crazy attack just now, the Lord of the Star Prison The aura of the divine body 

didn't seem to weaken at all. 

"No, he can't help him hiding in it!" the master of the four powerhouses roared lowly, "Is this the 

highest flying palace treasure? Or the top flying palace treasure?" 

Their attack is so powerful, if it is an ordinary flying palace treasure, it can't stop it at all. 



We must know that the defense of the Supreme Treasure has a limit, beyond this limit, the attack that 

can be weakened will drop sharply, and the ordinary Supreme Treasure can even be directly smashed. 

This shows that the Lord of the Universe has a strong attack. 

But to the highest treasure, it is very difficult to break it. 

The top treasures, especially the extremely strong defense treasures, are dreaming even if they want to 

destroy. 

Even the strongest in the universe can't do it under normal circumstances. 

The other masters of the universe also looked ugly. 

Miscalculated. 

"The Lord of the Star Prison actually has a highly defensive flying palace-like treasure. The four of you 

can't shake it if you attack together?" The prison clan alliance received the news from the outside world 

and was shocked. 

"Is it a top flying palace treasure?" 

"Top flying palace treasures? Impossible. Where does the human race have so many precious 

treasures!" 

"Even if it is not a top flying palace treasure, it looks like it is a high flying palace treasure." 

The prisoner strong felt that things were in trouble. 

Like the Lord of Sirius, there is a high-level flying palace-like treasure, the "Sirius Palace", who can save 

their lives in front of the Lord of Chaos. 

The Lord of the Star Prison is also the Lord of the Universe no matter what, hiding in it can completely 

resist the siege of several Lords of the Universe, and wait for the rescue of other strong men in the 

Hongmeng. 

"Since you can't kill directly, then seal him! Take him away with the palace, seal! Take it back and find a 

way to kill!" The Purple Nightmare Lord in charge of the command said angrily. 

The Prison Clan Alliance also paid a lot of effort and momentum this time. If it fails, it will become a big 

joke in the universe. Of course, the Prison Clan Alliance is unwilling to stop like this. 

The Prison Alliance had never thought before this action that the Lord of Star Prison actually had so 

many treasures in him! 

Not to mention the top domain category treasures, he could still fight head-on with the "Lord of 

Mengzhi" without falling into the wind, which proves that he still has at least one powerful treasure 

weapon or armor on his body... plus the current flying palace category treasures... and When blocking 

the strong human alliance, many masters of the universe used a powerful treasure that had never been 

used before, and the prison clan strong who was responsible for blocking and constraining was very 

embarrassed. 



The Prison Race Alliance suddenly felt that the human race seemed to have undergone some kind of 

change that they didn't know. 

"No matter where the Lord of Star Prison comes from, he is just the Lord of the universe who has just 

broken through, and his strength is limited. Since he can't be killed directly. Then seal him!" The original 

coquettish voice of the Lord of Purple Nightmare also became cold. Said. 

The Lord of Canthus held his palm empty, and suddenly a dazzling primitive jade bottle was suspended. 

He indifferently looked at the crystal palace that had become hundreds of kilometers. The larger the 

palace, the more divine power was consumed, so the Lord of Star Prison remained at this size. . 

"Originally it was just in case, but I didn't expect it to be used. Although it is only a top-level seal, it is 

enough to suppress you." 

The master of the canthus demon threw the jade bottle out, "Big, big, big!" The jade bottle continued to 

grow, and instantly became a figure tens of thousands of kilometers high, and at the same time, a 

strange twist appeared at the mouth of the bottle like an abyss. . 

"seal up!" 

The divine power of the canthus demon burned and urged his most precious treasure, and suddenly the 

ancient jade bottle flew over and flew directly above the crystal palace. The mouth of the bottle 

revealed a hollow downward... an invisible powerful swallowing force directly acted on the crystal 

palace. On, the madness began to swallow. 

"attack!" 

"Knock him in and he's done!" 

"The Lord of the universe who has just broken through, dare to laugh at us, really knowing how to live 

and die." 

The other three universe masters also took advantage of the situation to attack, wanting to blast the 

Crystal Palace into the treasure of Zhenfeng. 

"Resist! Block!" The Lord of the Star Prison knew that the situation had changed, so he didn't dare to be 

careless, and began to resist with all his might. 

Before, the Crystal Palace still allowed the opponent to blast away~www.mtlnovel.com~ but it was 

radiant at the moment, resisting the attack of the three universe masters, and flew away from the jade 

bottle. 

"Boom..." The powerful suction force acted on the Crystal Palace, causing the Crystal Palace to tremble 

faintly, and the surrounding space was also distorted, and ripples appeared. 

"Feng!" Seeing that the Crystal Palace was trembling but not being sucked in by the treasure, the master 

of the canthus devil gritted his teeth and shouted, "Feng!" 

"No way, almost." 

"Lord of the Canthus Demon, you don't have enough power to swallow the treasure." 



"Add more strength and go all out." The three cosmic masters next to them all urged anxiously. 

"No, this is not an ordinary flying palace type treasure, this is at least a top flying palace type treasure, 

maybe it is the best... I have tried my best, but it is still a little bit close." The master of the canthus 

demon said angrily. 

The other three masters of the universe were stunned. 

They turned their heads to look at the crystal palace that flew out slowly but unswervingly under the 

suction of the treasure of Zhenfeng, and they all fell silent. 

 


